WORLD'S FIRST IML TECHNOLOGY PADDLES COME FROM FRANCE.

Égalis
MADE IN FRANCE

www.taheoutdoors.com
Recreational kayaking involves leisure activities for the casual paddler on lakes, inlets, or flatwater streams. Recreational kayaks are characterized by a large cockpit opening for easy entry and exit, a wide hull for increased stability on the water, and a medium length for compromise between speed and maneuverability. Due to the wider hull, recreational kayaks will not track as well as sea kayaks but the extra stability makes them suitable for a wide range of paddlers and skill levels. They generally have less cargo space as well as limited capacity to keep water out of the boat since they are meant exclusively for calm water paddling. They come in solo and tandem models, can be used in a variety of settings, and are the perfect option for individuals or families looking for relaxed fun on the water.
TAHE MARINE FIT 96 - TAHE OUTDOORS
The smallest kayak in the Fit range offers enjoyable paddling for beginners and intermediate paddlers. The Fit 96 has a great blend of stability and performance. The Fit 96 has an excellent glide, comfortable interior and fully rigged deck. It is an efficient and light touring kayak.

LENGTH: 290 CM/9'6" | WIDTH: 76 CM/30" | WEIGHT: 22-24 KG/48-53 LBS |
MAX. CAP.: 130 KG/286 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

TAHE MARINE FIT 111 - TAHE OUTDOORS
The Fit 111 is a stable day-touring kayak. It has a comfortable and generously sized cockpit making it easier to enter the boat. A short length keeps it maneuverable and also very easy to handle outside the water. The Fit 111 glides well and tracks straight. Best suited for kayaking in inland waters.

LENGTH: 337 CM/10'6" | WIDTH: 72 CM/30" | WEIGHT: 23-25 KG/48-53 LBS |
MAX. CAP.: 130 KG/286 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

TUPELO LT - JACKSON KAYAK
The Tupelo is now available in our LT Edition Kayaks! The Jackson Kayak Tupelo is a popular light touring/recreational kayak aimed at getting you out on short exploratory adventures. This fast tracking, comfortable and easy to use kayak is great for beginners and advanced paddlers as its hull design not only provides stability to new paddlers but surprising performance to those who are used to kayaking. The deck is fully outfitted with bungees, YakAttack Tracks for accessories, ample storage with its stern locking hatch and it comes with our new ergonomic Elite Seat. Also available in our BeastTree Editions.

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

SANTEE 110/120 WITH ULTIMATE FRAME SEAT
HURRICANE AQUASPORTS
Native Watercraft's Ultimate frame seat has found a new home in the Santee 120 sport and the NEW Santee 110 sport. The Santee 110 Sport is a super stable, super sexy kayak with excellent tracking and stylish aesthetics. The Ultimate frame seat offers generous and breathable comfort. The seat can easily be removed from the kayak to be used as a beach chair. The seat simply clips into a mounted bracket under the deck, and you are ready for your day on the water in comfort. The Santee 110 and 120 Sports are designed with a hard-chined hull for superior performance, fresh deck styling and a generous sport cockpit for easy entry and exit. The Santee 110 Sport and 120 Sport are generous in fit, high on confidence, easy on the back, and kind to the wallet.

SIZES: SANTÉ 110 - SANTÉ 120 | LENGTH: 335 CM/11', 365 CM/12' | WIDTH: 66 CM/26", 71 CM/28" | WEIGHT: 18.1 KG/40 LBS, 19.1 KG/42 LBS
HTTP://WWW.HURRICANEaquasports.com
SANTEE 126 SPORT - HURRICANE AQUASPORTS

This recreational kayak ups the ante on the industry-changing Santee 126 by adding an oversized cockpit, and it does so without sacrificing one iota of performance. In other words, you can still track like you’re on rails, still carve turns, still have more fun than should be legal in most states. The 126 Sport gives you room for fishing gear, photography equipment, and camping gear too—whatever you need. The cockpit is a spacious 55 x 24 inches, and 55 x 24 = a whole lot of comfort.

LENGTH: 3.81M/12'6" | WIDTH: 71 CM/28" | WEIGHT: 17.69 KG/39 LBS | MAX.CAP.: 158.7 KG/350 LBS

HTTP://WWW.HURRICANEQUASPORTS.COM

BOUNTY 100X EXO - PELICAN

The Pelican BOUNTY 100X EXO is a great recreational kayak for beginners to intermediate paddlers. Built on a twin-arched, multi-chine hull, this sit-in kayak offers great stability and tracking. The BOUNTY 100X EXO features adjustable footrests, knee pads and an adjustable ERGOFORM padded backrest with seat cushion for increased comfort and to maintain an efficient paddling position, a storage hatch with bungee and a large tank well with bungees equipped with the 17 L EXOPOD removable storage compartment to store your personal items. Made of RAM-X™ impact-resistant material, the Pelican BOUNTY 100X EXO is lightweight for easy transport and is built to last. See you on the water!

LENGTH: 305 CM/10'0" | WIDTH: 71 CM/28" | WEIGHT: 18 KG/39 LBS | MAX.CAP.: 125 KG/270 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM

INTREPID 100X - PELICAN

Designed with beginners to intermediate paddlers in mind, the Pelican INTREPID 100X is built on a twin-arched, multi-chine hull platform providing great stability and tracking while offering impressive acceleration and speed for its size. Made of RAM-X™ PREMIUM, a multi-layer polyethylene with an advanced resin providing significantly more rigidity than standard polyethylene, it is lighter, stiffer and stronger.

LENGTH: 305 CM/10'0" | WIDTH: 74 CM/29" | WEIGHT: 18 KG/39 LBS | MAX.CAP.: 136 KG/300 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM

ATHENA 100X - PELICAN

The Pelican Premium ATHENA 100X is a stylish and lightweight kayak designed for women and inspired by women. Built on a twin-arched, multi-chine hull, this sit-in kayak is very stable and easy to paddle. It features two cockpit storage hammocks to secure your personal items, adjustable footrests, kneepads and the ERGOFIT G2 Seating System™ for increased comfort and to maintain an efficient paddling position, a smart phone holder, and bungee cords. Made of RAM-X™ PREMIUM, a multi-layer polyethylene with an advanced resin providing significantly more rigidity than standard polyethylene, it is built to last for many memorable water adventures.

LENGTH: 294 CM/9'8" | WIDTH: 70 CM/27.5" | WEIGHT: 16 KG/34 LBS | MAX.CAP.: 100 KG/220 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM

TUPELO - JACKSON KAYAK

Designed for cruising the waterways with comfort and efficiency. With loads of storage and convenient accessories, the Tupelo is your premier, feature-laden recreational kayak. Like touring and whitewater kayaks, the Tupelo comes sized for the paddler, with the 12.5 for larger paddlers and the lighter, narrower 12.0 ideal for medium or smaller paddlers—ideal for couples who play together. Both feature Jackson’s removable and super comfy Elite Seat, with adjustable lumbar support. Gear track around the deck allow you to accessorize with RAM products like rod holders, GPS, camera mounts, smart phones and more. Versatility, comfort, ease of use...the Tupelo has it all!


HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM
TRIPPER 12 - JACKSON KAYAK

The Tripper is based on the stable and versatile Kilroy hull. This sit-inside recreational kayak is designed for fun family adventure. The Tripper 12 comes with loads of storage space, our super-comfy Hi-Lo Elite Seat, and never ending ways to personalize it for your own use. Its extra-large cockpit makes it perfect for taking along your furry friend. Load it up for a long adventure, fishing, or simply take it out for a quick leisurely paddle, the Tripper will take you there.

LENGTH: 12'3 | WIDTH: 30.5" | WEIGHT: 63 LBS, 69 LBS WITH SEAT | PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 90-375 LBS | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

AXIS E - DAGGER KAYAKS

A must-have for any adventurous paddler. The sleek hull combines rocker and rail edge giving excellent manoeuvrability, with keel and skeg to aid tracking. The accessible cockpit, outfitted for comfort and control includes storage features making the Axis a boat with limitless possibilities.

LENGTH: 320 CM | WIDTH: 72 CM | WEIGHT: 23 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.DAGGER.COM

SOJURN 146 | 146 LV - HURRICANE AQUASPORTS

The SOJOURN 146 and 146 LV are the premier models in the Sojourn series and, at 14 feet 6 inches long, offer excellent speed and tracking in a package that also navigates tight turns with ease. The Sojourn 146 is designed to fit medium to larger paddlers, while the Sojourn 146 LV (low volume) was designed with smaller folks in mind. Both boats carve and edge like much longer kayaks and (thanks to expert hull engineering) are super stable from the moment they hit the water. Outfitted with our Airestream seat system and adjustable thigh braces, these boats are super comfortable too.

LENGTH: 442 CM/14'6" | WIDTH: 61 CM/24" | WEIGHT: 21.3 KG/47 LBS

HTTP://WWW.HURRICANEAQUASPORTS.COM

PURA - BOREAL DESIGN

The PURA SR-120 is the perfect recreational kayak for beginners and paddlers looking for a stress free paddle. Heavy on style but easy to handle both on and off the water, the PURA SR-120 is a joy to paddle. Stable, responsive and comfortable, this versatile kayak will let you explore with confidence. Inspired by the very latest in advanced hull design, our designer has crafted a fast, stable kayak that tracks effortlessly & ensures a “dry ride”. The PURA SR-120 is even enjoyable for seasoned paddlers. The ergonomic cockpit with our industry leading 4-Way Adjustable Seat will fit a wide range of paddlers and the new day hatch is within easy reach.

HTTP://WWW.BOREALDESIGN.COM

HALO - BOREAL DESIGN

Designed to give kayakers comfort and stability with agile yet positive handling, the HALO SR-130 will make all of your adventures memorable. Experienced paddlers and those looking to develop their skills will appreciate the HALO SR-130. This is truly a light and fun kayak! The ergonomic cockpit with our industry leading 4-Way Adjustable Seat fits a wide range of paddlers. The new day hatch is within easy reach, along with the optional rudder. Sharing many features with our touring kayaks, the HALO SR-130 also comes with our dry BD hatches for storage, a full complement of safety lines and bungees on deck.

HTTP://WWW.BOREALDESIGN.COM

EDGE 13 - RIOT KAYAKS

With an eye pleasing low deck profile so you don’t feel lost inside, and a bundle of features that would make any sea kayak blush with envy, the Edge 13 brings together harmony of shape and a kayak rich in features. Its hull offers and amazing blend of primary and secondary stability, so you’ll be immediately comfortable in a boat that will grow with you. The Edge 13 is a boat you will want to paddle again and again.


HTTP://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM
EDGE 11 THERMO - RIOT KAYAKS

Low on the water, the stable and agile Edge 11 literally feels like a shrunken-down sea kayak thanks to its swede form shape and generous outline. The integrated keel makes its hull stiff and the skeg lets you focus on destination, while the front deck rigging and rear watertight bulkhead protect you and your belongings. Also available in a fishing model, the Edge 11 Angler.

LENGTH: 10’10/331 CM  |  WIDTH: 27.5”/70 CM  |  WEIGHT: 52.4 LBS/23.8 KG  |  COCKPIT: 38” X 20.5/97 X 52 CM  |  MAX. CAP.: 275 LBS/125 KG  |  LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM

QUEST 10 LT - RIOT KAYAKS

With its famous Greenland bow and arched multi-chine hull, the Quest 10 makes paddling effortless and exciting. The Quest 10 LT is the light version of our popular Quest model. When paddling the lightweight 10 LT you will be surprised at its performance ability, tracking, and amazing speed for a compact rec boat. Note how easy it is to pack around and load. Putting it on and off the roof of your vehicle is simply easy! Stores are confident selling you this kayak knowing that you will be comfortable and most importantly you will want to paddle again and again!

LENGTH: 10’/305 CM  |  WIDTH: 27”/69 CM  |  WEIGHT: 41.2 LBS/19.7 KG  |  COCKPIT: 40” X 21/99 X 50 CM  |  MAX. CAP.: 325LBS/148 KG  |  LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM

Ultraslight

The lightest thermo kayaks in the world!

Available on select Riot and Boreal Design kayaks

Distributed by KAYAK DISTRIBUTION

HTTP://WWW.PACIFICWATERSPORT.COM
**Recreational**

**BOATS SIT INSIDE 2**

STABLE AND COMFORTABLE WITH A VERY LARGE COCKPIT OPENING FOR EASY ENTRY AND EXIT.

**TRIPPER TANDEM - JACKSON KAYAK**

Our new sit-inside tandem kayak is here. This long-awaited all-purpose kayak is built for two and designed around the Kilroy, one of Jackson’s top-selling sit inside kayaks! It’s a very stable, easy to enter, comfortable and fast kayak. Perfect for those who want the comfort of staying dry yet want the performance to get from point A to point B. The Tripper will come with the famous Jackson Kayak Elite Seat System that comes with high low seating to give you unlimited positioning power for your seating arrangements.

LENGTH: 14'8” | WIDTH: 33” | WEIGHT: 80 LBS | PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 90-550 LBS | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

**FIT 162 - TAHE MARINE**

The Fit 162 is an open cockpit kayak for daytrips and longer tours. It tracks well and has great stability. The Fit 162 features 3 rotomolded PE seats that are comfortable, easy to care for and durable. This kayak can fit 3 people (2 adults + 1 child).

LENGTH: 492 CM/16'2” | WIDTH: 82 CM/32 ¼” | WEIGHT: 34-36 KG/75-79 LBS | MAX. CAP.: 250 KG/551 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

**AQUA DUO - TAHE MARINE**

The Aqua Duo is a spacious tandem tourer equipped with a super stable hull. It is suitable for medium to large sized paddlers. The rather large cockpit provides much easier and comfortable entry to the kayak. This kayak is a very good choice for beginner paddlers, and for anyone keen to get on the water.

LENGTH: 360 CM/11'9” | WIDTH: 81 CM/32” | WEIGHT: 37-39 KG/81-86 LBS | MAX. CAP.: 250 KG/551 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

**DOUBLIN - HANGZHOU KUDO OUTDOORS, LTD**

Capable of carrying over 180 kg, the Doublin is best for family day tours. The adjustable seats allow each rider proper space to be comfortable. The Doublin is large enough that a kid can sit and play between two adults. The seats are durable, foldable, and can even be taken out when necessary. The Doublin features a footrest in front, a front mesh bag and rear elastic cord to carry touring items. Carrying handles make it easy to take the Doublin and have fun together!

LENGTH: 398 CM | WIDTH: 84 CM | WEIGHT: 37 KG | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

**PRODIGY II 14.5 - PERCEPTION KAYAKS**

The Prodigy II delivers as promised, with a rocker profile focused on speed, tracking, and minimal noise when paddling through flatwater and light currents. Perception focused on ergonomics and comfort. The tandem outfitting features a pair of ultra-comfortable Zone DLX seats with multiple adjustment options, including height-adjustable backrests and leg lifter support to reduce leg fatigue. Whether paddling solo or tandem, with pets, kids or adults, the outfitting can be configured perfectly for any journey.

LENGTH: 442 CM | WIDTH: 79 CM | WEIGHT: 33 KG | MAX. CAP.: 250 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM
**CALYPSO - ROTO ATTIVO**

The CALYPSO is an easy-going tandem kayak offering excellent primary and secondary stability, plus many comfy standard features. The seats come with collapsible backrest. There is plenty of room for long legs, lots of gear and a big cockpit to facilitate entry and exit.

**LENGTH:** 460 CM | **WIDTH:** 80 CM | **WEIGHT:** 36 KG | **LEVEL:** ENTRY LEVEL

[HTTP://WWW.ROTOATTIVO.EU](http://WWW.ROTOATTIVO.EU)

---

**MIRAGE TANDEM ISLAND - HOBIE**

Sailing has never seemed so simple. When the wind blows, the Tandem Island flies across the water, powered by an expansive, easily tended mainsail. Hop aboard with a friend. With dual MirageDrives providing pedal power, manoeuvring is a snap even when the zephyrs subside. The central hull is pure high-end Hobie with all the expected features: multiple Twist and Seal hatches; a large bow hatch for below-decks storage; lever-operated rudder and centerboard deployment; and dual rudder control. This is Hobie’s ultimate fish hunter, capable of marlin teasing trolling speeds.

**LENGTH:** 5.64 M | **WIDTH:** 3.05 M | **WEIGHT:** 109 KG | **MAX. CAP.:** 272 KG | **LEVEL:** HIGH END

[HTTP://WWW.HOBIEKAYAK.CO.UK](http://WWW.HOBIEKAYAK.CO.UK)

---

**INTRIGUE MK2 - RIOT KAYAKS**

The SUV of kayaking has arrived: our Intrigue MKII delivers the performance and utility of a minivan! Without a doubt, the MKII meets demands made by families. The MK II provides paddlers with a dry ride, even if the wind blows up on the lake or ocean. The ability to turn with ease with or without rudders allows paddlers to utilize the MKII in difficult to navigate environments such as rivers and marshes. After all, are these not a fisherman’s favourite places to explore? At 14.5’, the minivan of kayaking actually fits on the minivan for easy transport.

**LENGTH:** 15’457 CM | **WIDTH:** 28”/71.7 CM | **WEIGHT:** 64.8 LBS/29.4 KG | **MAX. CAP.:** 500 LBS/226 KG | **COCKPIT:** REAR: 46.5” X 16.5”/118 X 42 CM | **LEVEL:** HIGH END

[HTTP://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM](http://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM)

---

**DOWN TO THE RIVER OR DREAM TO THE SEA?**

**NEW FOR 2018 MEZZO LUXE**

**GO ON AN ADVENTURE WITH**

**ROTOMOD SAS - DAG**
Zi. Jean Matèze - 47240 Bon Encontre - France
contact@dag-kayak.com

[WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM](http://WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM)
**PESCADOR 12.0 - PERCEPTION**

The new Pescador incorporates the features paddlers demand to enhance their recreational and fishing experiences. The new oval hinged hatch allows quick access to storage on the front of the boat, and the inclusion of two gear tracks and a Solo Mount recess allow recreational and angling paddlers to incorporate their favorite accessories quickly. The thick padded seating system with adjustable backrest, adjustable foot pegs, a higher capacity rating, and increased stability all contribute to making the Pescador the most comfortable kayak in the market at a great price.

**Dimensions:**
- **Length:** 12’
- **Width:** 32.5''
- **Weight:** 64 lbs/29 kg
- **Max. Cap.:** 375 lbs/170 kg
- **Level:** Entry Level
- **Sizes:** 10’, 12’

**URL:** [WWW.PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM](http://WWW.PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM)

---

**MANTA RAY 12 XT - LIQUIDLOGIC**

Affordability, stability, and comfortable high/low seating are the name of the game with the NEW Manta Ray 12 XT. This polyethylene adaptation of the thermoformed Native Watercraft Manta Ray 12 XT LT contains the same hull design focused on maximizing stability in a seated, paddling or sight-casting position. The Manta Ray 12 XT delivers the performance, confidence and comfort necessary for a long day on the water. The cruising speed and tracking of the Manta Ray 12 XT is impressive, and its sharp bow lines slice through the water with grace in choppy conditions and open water swells. We have taken this model to the next level of comfort, adjustability and appeal by installing a Frame Seat featuring two height positions - the lower position for paddling to and from the fishing spots and the higher position for transitioning to a standing position while casting.

**Dimensions:**
- **Length:** 12.6’/381 cm
- **Width:** 33”/84 cm
- **Depth:** 12”/30.5 cm
- **Weight:** TBD
- **Max. Cap.:** 325 lbs/121.3 kg
- **Level:** Performance

**URL:** [WWW.LIQUIDLOGIC.COM](http://WWW.LIQUIDLOGIC.COM)

---

**SWEETWATER 126 - HURRICANE AQUASPORTS**

The Sweetwater 126 is the newest addition to the ever popular sit-on-top series from Hurricane. With a new hull design focused on maximizing stability in a seated, paddling or sight-casting position, the Sweetwater 126 delivers the performance, confidence and comfort necessary for a long day on the water. The Sweetwater 126 has impressive cruising speed and tracking, and slices through the water even in choppy conditions. We have taken this model to the next level of comfort and adjustability by installing a first Class Frame Seat featuring two height positions. The easily removable seat provides generous fit, uncompromised comfort, and excellent breathability. The Sweetwater 126 is one of the lightest kayaks in its class, yet it is still fully featured from bow to stern with a 10” bow hinge-hatch, groove tracks with side handles, a 5 ½” day hatch behind the seat, paddle holder, water bottle holder and stern well bungee.

**Dimensions:**
- **Length:** 12’6”/381 cm
- **Width:** 33”/84 cm
- **Depth:** 12”/30.5 cm
- **Max. Cap.:** 325 lbs/121.3 kg
- **Level:** High End

**URL:** [WWW.HURRICANEaquasports.com](http://WWW.HURRICANEaquasports.com)

---

**CRUISE FD - JACKSON KAYAK**

Pedal or paddle with the Cruise FD! Our unique prop system helps keep the system clear of obstacles and easy to clean and is protected by an articulating daggerboard. The daggerboard serves to help positioning the wind and also acts as a keel in adding stability when standing on the deck. The Flex Drive is easily deployed with the flip of a lever and an interchangeable electric motor driven head unit will be released in 2018. The hull of the Cruise FD is sharp and cuts swiftly, silently and efficiently through whatever water it encounters. Combined with an industry-leading turning radius, the Cruise FD is positioned to be a standout on the water. The Cruise FD expands on the new Flex Drive family of Jackson kayak with a solid recreational platform that is quick, nimble and ready for casual tours or can be customized for fishing adventures. Miles roll by effortlessly - let's go for a Cruise!

**Dimensions:**
- **Length:** 11’10”
- **Width:** 33”
- **Max. Cap.:** 400 lbs
- **Level:** High End

**URL:** [WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM](http://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM)
SKIMMER 120 PROPEL - HURRICANE AQUASPORTS

After nine years of success on the water, the Propel Pedal Drive system has landed in a beautiful Skimmer 120 design. The industry's first lightweight pedal drive has arrived. As our competitors seem to develop heavier and heavier crafts, the Skimmer 120 Propel can actually be moved from your car-top to the water - and back. The Skimmer delivers as a recreational hands-free cruising kayak. The Propel Pedal Drive system creates on water opportunities for fishing, bird watching, nature photography, and exercise. With a sharp entry and flare in the bow for enhanced glide and smooth travel in choppy water conditions, the Skimmer 120 Propel cruises with efficiency and grace on the water.

LENGTH: 12’/366 CM | WIDTH: 31”/79 CM | DEPTH: 12”/30.5 CM | WEIGHT: FITTED HULL: 55 LBS/25 KG , FULLY RIGGED: 74 LBS/33.6 KG | MAX. CAP.: 350 LBS/158.8 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.HURRICANEAQUASPORTS.COM

SKIMMER 116 WITH FIRST CLASS FRAME SEAT - HURRICANE AQUASPORTS

The popular Skimmer 116 has received an upgrade for the 2017 season. We have paired our lightest sit-on-top with Native’s industry-leading First Class frame seat. Feel the Hurricane difference with unparalleled performance, weight and comfort. The First Class seat will keep your thighs feeling fresh after a full day on the water. The touring style hull and Trylon construction allow it to easily outpace other kayaks in its class. This new model is full featured from bow to stern with comfortable grab handles, 10-inch bow hinge hatch, 5½-inch day hatch in front of the seat, a paddle holder, water bottle holder, and stern well bungee.

LENGTH: 11’6/350 CM | WIDTH: 30.5”/79 CM | WEIGHT: 42 LBS/19.1 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.HURRICANEAQUASPORTS.COM

MANTA RAY PROPEL 12 - LIQUID LOGIC

The Liquidlogic Manta Ray Propel is a dream pedal boat for hands-free fishing, bird watching, nature photography, simply exploring or looking for a relaxing way to enjoy being on the water. The proven Propel Pedal Drive is a highly acclaimed and revolutionary system that allows users to go further and explore more than ever before. Reverse capability enables users to easily slow down, stop, or back up in tight spots. Great for all ages and uses, the Manta Ray Propel is on the cutting edge of recreational kayak design. Features include: a sharp bow and stern that enhances glide for easy cruising, adjustable ergonomic seating for comfort on the water, sealed bow storage, padded grab handles, and transducer mounting cavity and plate under the hull.

LENGTH: 12.2”/371 CM | WIDTH: 33”/84 CM | DEPTH: 12”/30.5 CM | WEIGHT: FITTED HULL: 70 LBS/32 KG, FULLY RIGGED: 90 LBS/41 KG | MAX. CAP.: 325 LBS/147 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.LIQUIDLOGIC.COM

PESCADOR 10 & 12 - PERCEPTION KAYAKS

The new Pescador incorporates the features paddlers demand to enhance their recreational and fishing experiences. The rear storage area accommodates popular fishing crate sizes and moulded-in rod holders provide a convenient location for quick staging. The new, oval-hinged hatch allows quick access to storage. The inclusion of two gear tracks and a Solo Mount recess allow recreational and angling paddlers to incorporate their favourite accessories quickly. A thick padded seating system with adjustable foot pegs and increased stability all contribute to making the Pescador the most comfortable kayak in the market at a great price.


HTTP://WWW.PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

MAKO 12 - RIOT KAYAKS

The Mako series of kayak featuring our Dragon drive pedal system come in two sizes: 10 and 12 feet. Although they are full featured boats, they are the most affordable in the pedal kayaks today and come in both Rotomolded and thermoformed constructions. and feature a high chair for maximum comfort while pedalling et paddling. It comes with a full assortment of accessories including rod holders, mounting tracks for additional gear and generous storage options.

LENGTH: 12 FEET/ 3.65 M | WIDTH: 34 INCHES/86.5 CM | CAPACITY: 500 POUNDS/ 226 KG

HTTP://WWW.PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM
**SENTRY 100X EXO - PELICAN**

Hit the water in style with the Pelican SENTRY 100X EXO. Built on a twin-arched, multi-chine hull, this sit-on-top kayak is easy to paddle and provides great stability and tracking. It features adjustable footrests, knee pads and an adjustable padded backrest with seat cushion for increased comfort, a large tank well with bungees equipped with the 24 L EXOPOD removable storage compartment to store your personal items and a dual position bottle holder. Made of RAM-X™ impact-resistant material, it is built to last for many exciting water memories to share with everyone.

**Features:** Adjustable footrests, kneepads, adjustable ERGOFORM backrest and seat cushion. Tank well with bungees, removable EXOpod 24, dual position bottle holder, drain plug, and carry handles.

**Dimensions:**
- Length: 12’3” / 3.66 m
- Width: 34.5” / 87.6 cm
- Weight: 100 lbs / 45.4 kg
- Max. Cap.: 450 lbs / 204.1 kg
- Level: Performance

**Website:** [www.pelicansport.com](http://www.pelicansport.com)

---

**ROAM - DAGGER KAYAKS**

The Roam has all the hallmark performance of a Dagger kayak with the friendliness of a sit-on-top. Manoeuvrable and forgiving, with supportive surround seating, you can really feel the flow. Whether taking on a whitewater river, exploring a quiet lake, or surfing at the beach, the Roam is a stable, user-friendly way to take your adventures one step beyond.

**Sizes:**
- 9.5 / 11.5

**Dimensions:**
- Length: 294 cm / 350 cm
- Width: 76 cm / 79 cm
- Weight: 24 kg / 27 kg
- Max. Cap.: 113 kg / 136 kg
- Level: High End

**Website:** [www.dagger.com](http://www.dagger.com)

---

**CALYPSO - ISLANDER KAYAKS**

The all-round sit-on-top. Beach, coast or lake – this boat loves it all. A full-keeled hull provides stability and with moulded features, it’s easy for anyone to pick up a paddle and go.

**Dimensions:**
- Length: 295 cm
- Width: 75 cm
- Weight: 20 kg
- Max. Cap.: 145 kg
- Level: High End

**Website:** [www.islanderkayaks.com](http://www.islanderkayaks.com)

---

**PULSE 85 HYDROLITE - TOOTEGA KAYAKS**

Our Hydrolite Edition brings the pinnacle of advanced, lightweight, polyethylene construction to our flagship Pulse 85 design, creating a superior kayak that handles better both on and off the water. By carefully optimizing our mould tools, our production cycles, our materials and our cooling process we have been able to shave nearly 20% from the weight of the Pulse 85 model. Ideal for: surf, beach fun, exploring rivers and lakes.

**Dimensions:**
- Length: 259 cm / 8’6"
- Width: 72 cm / 28.5"
- Weight: 14 kg / 31 lbs
- Max. Cap.: 90 kg / 198 lbs
- Sizes: Pulse 85, Pulse 95, Pulse 120 Tandem

**Website:** [www.tootega.com](http://www.tootega.com)

---

**KINETIC 100 HYDROLITE - TOOTEGA KAYAKS**

Sporty, nimble, versatile, and now available in our state-of-the-art, ultra-lightweight polyethylene construction. The Kinetic 100 Hydrolite is a true all-rounder that loves everything you throw at it! Our Hydrolite Edition brings the pinnacle of advanced, lightweight, polyethylene construction to our Kinetic 100 design, creating a superior kayak which handles better both on and off the water. By carefully optimizing our mould tools, our production cycles, our materials and our cooling process we have been able to shave nearly 20% from the weight of the Kinetic 100 model. Ideal for: exploring rivers, lakes, and the sea. Short touring trips, beach and surf play.

**Dimensions:**
- Length: 310 cm / 10’
- Width: 74 cm / 29"
- Weight: 18 kg / 40 lbs
- Max. Cap.: 140 kg / 310 lbs
- Sizes: Kinetic 100

**Website:** [www.tootega.com](http://www.tootega.com)
**SCOOTER - WAVESPORT**

This stylish version of the original Scooter sit-on-top kayak brings Wave Sport into the SOT market with a bang. The popular Scooter with its iconic sleek shape and moulded in handles gets a style upgrade with new deck fittings and colour ways. Wave Sport's eye-catching WhiteOut outfitting sets this sit-on-top apart from others with the marine grade vinyl seat system that brings comfort as well as attitude. Paddlers of all abilities will benefit from the smooth and predictable ride with true directional stability without compromising an manoeuvrability, thanks to the combination of our Track Hull, upswept bow and perfectly balanced volume distribution.

LENGTH: 295 CM | WIDTH: 75 CM | WEIGHT: 20 KG | MAX. CAP.: 150 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.WAVESPORT.COM

**MALIBU PEDAL - OCEAN KAYAK**

Dive in feet first with the Malibu Pedal. It features the advanced PDL Drive System that makes for a fresh new kayaking experience. It's fun, zippy, stable and has turn-on-a-dime performance. A kids' jumpseat makes family outings a breeze, and it even has plenty of room to bring your dog along for a complete family adventure.

LENGTH: 12’3 | WIDTH: 34.5’ | WEIGHT: 100 LBS/45.4 KG | MAX. CAP: 450 LBS/204.1 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.OCEANKAYAK.COM

**CRUISE 12 - JACKSON KAYAK**

Designed to be paddler friendly for multi-purpose use, the Cruise 12 is a great option for anyone simply looking to get out on the water. With outstanding comfort and ease of access thanks to the unique Hi-Lo elite seat, you'll want to stay on the water all day! Deck storage space along with a large sealed front hatch and day hatch make it so you can take everything you might need for a picnic, day outing, or even an overnighter. Interested in fishing? With multiple Ram mount attachment points, adding rod holders takes only minutes. Whatever your hopes may be with paddling, this boat works as a great starting point, and can grow to accommodate your needs.

LENGTH: 12 | WIDTH: 31.5” | WEIGHT: 63 - 69 LBS WITH SEAT | PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 120 - 135 LBS | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

**RIVIERA - JACKSON KAYAK**

The Riviera is Jackson Kayak's blend of easy and FUN! Designed for its simplicity, the Riviera is a great option for those looking for an easy to use, easy to store, and comfortable sit-on-top. The high back on the seat gives you the comfort and support you need to enjoy your paddling adventures, and with very few moving parts, the Riviera is sure to provide fun for a lifetime. A small day hatch in the center provides dry storage for your lunch, sunblock, or other accessories you might need. The Riviera is a great “cottage boat,” as well as the most popular rental boat on the market.

LENGTH: 11’4 | WIDTH: 29” | WEIGHT: 58 LBS | PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 90-300 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

**SCAPA FIT - BIC KAYAKS**

With its narrow, water-cutting bow section and clean hull shape, the Scapa is a boat that is designed for speed. The look matches the feel in every way but still retains the excellent stability and added safety and comfort you expect from a BIC Sit-On-Top. The Scapa is a true sport boat designed and built for fast cruising and physical conditioning. What's more, it's an excellent boat for learning sea kayaking. Even in difficult sea conditions, the Scapa holds its course thanks to its superb glide and reassuring stability. With its adjustable footrests it suits to all sizes of paddler and paddle positions. The molded baggage storage area behind the cockpit allows you to load up with diving tanks, as well as fishing or touring equipment.


HTTP://WWW.BICSPORTKAYAKS.COM

**ESCAPE 9 SOT - RIOT KAYAKS**

Sit on tops are a dime a dozen on the market but few can boast the Escape 9’s trouble free lineage. Simplicity is its strong suit with design features that secure a dent free, very stiff boat that tracks well. Its arched hull design with drain holes makes it a convenient, durable and agile kayak, fast for its length and a blast to take in the surf. The Escape 9 is a no nonsense trouble-free kayak that will entertain the family for decades. Yours to find at a Riot kayaks dealer near you!

LENGTH: 9’ | WIDTH: 28” | WEIGHT: 40.8 LBS/18.5 KG | MAX. CAP: 250 LBS/113 KG | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM
**FREESUN - HANGZHOU KUDO OUTDOORS**

You can have family fun hanging out together on the water or fishing on the Freesun. The Freesun is just simple, easy, entry level, attractively colorful, and popular. No special tricks. Very few problems happen with the Freesun as production is strictly quality controlled. The Freesun can be also used as double fishing kayak, or as a triple kayak with a kid seating area in between two adult seats. The safe loading limit is 210 Kg, plenty for most families.


HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

**SCOOTER GEMINI - WAVESPORT**

This stylish version of the original Scooter Gemini sit-on-top kayak lands Wave Sport into the SOT market with a bang. The popular Scooter Gemini with its iconic sleek shape and moulded in handles gets a style upgrade with new deck fittings and colour ways. Wave Sport's eye-catching WhiteOut outfitting with its marine-grade vinyl seat system that brings comfort as well as attitude sets this sit-on-top apart. You'll appreciate the Scooter Gemini's fun and forgiving temperament as it allows you to cruise with confidence. A smooth and predictable ride whatever your adventures comes without compromising on manoeuvrability.


HTTP://WWW.WAVESPORT.COM

**PULSE 120 TANDEM - TOOTEGA KAYAKS**

Lightweight, stable, maneuverable - who says family fun has to be work? Taking its base DNA from the highly successful Pulse 85 & 95, the Pulse 120 tandem has been tweaked to give it a graceful and well balanced tandem form. With two full-size seats with integrated 6" waterproof hatches, sports bottle holders, a large carry area at the rear; paddle keepers, built in anchor points, the pulse can be accessorized to fit your paddling needs. The space between the seats can even be used as a third smaller seat!

LENGTH: 373 CM/12' | WIDTH: 29.5"/75 CM | WEIGHT: 26 LBS/59 KG | MAX. CAP.: 408 LBS/185 KG | SIZES: PULSE 85, PULSE 95, PULSE 120

HTTP://WWW.TOOTEGAKAYAKS.COM

**RIVIERA-T - JACKSON KAYAK**

Jackson Kayak's most loved Riviera just got even more FUN, now available as a Tandem. The "Rivi-T" offers the same comfortable high-back seat on both the front and back sitting location. A tandem sit on top allows you to work together when paddling, or simply bring someone along for a ride. Whether a spouse, kid, or even pet, the Rivi-T is fun for the whole family. Available with two dayhatches and a bungee system on the back for a cooler or other gear, this kayak is ready to hit the water.

LENGTH: 13'8 | WIDTH: 34" | WEIGHT: 79 LBS | PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 90-450 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

**SENTINEL 130T - PELICAN**

Paddle in pair or as a trio in the NEW SENTINEL 130T. This stable sit-on-top tandem kayak is great for embarking on a shared adventure. Built on a shallow, twin-arched multichine hull, it is very stable and maneuverable and tracks well. It features molded footrests, the EROGOFORMTM adjustable backrests with seat cushions, a molded middle seat with molded footrests, a storage platform with bungee cords to secure your personal items, four accessory eyelets and carrying handles. Made of RAM-X™ impact-resistant material, the SENTINEL 130T is built to last. See you on the water!

LENGTH: 396 CM/13" | WIDTH: 86 CM/34" | WEIGHT: 32 KG/70 LBS | MAX. CAP.: 227 KG/500 LBS | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM
BORNEO - BIC KAYAKS

The Borneo is a family oriented double sit-on-top, with a number of innovative features, notably the possibility of solo use in equal paddling comfort to double. Its innovative shape and generous dimensions give it great glide whilst retaining reassuringly comfortable stability. It’s also got a large rear section including a big flat storage area. There’s innovation in the equipment and fittings too, like the integral wheels/rollers for easy transportation. And there’s a moulded deck insert for storing the wheels/rollers while sailing. Clearly a future benchmark boat in its category.

LENGTH: 13’5”/4.10 M | WIDTH: 33.1”/0.84 M | WEIGHT: 75 LBS/34 KG | PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: <550 LBS/250 KG | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.BICSport.COM

OPTIMO EVO - RTM

The new OPTIMO EVO fits two foldable backrests in polyethylene (option) that can be clipped on the deck of the kayak. With folded backrests, the OPTIMO EVO remains stackable for easy transport or storage.

LENGTH: 4.32 M | WIDTH: 93 CM | WEIGHT: 48 KG | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.RTMKAYAK.COM

OCEAN DUO - RTM

This double kayak is our best seller. Designed to accommodate 1, 2 or 3 persons. Due to its unique center seat it can be paddled solo. This is the ideal choice for family use. Comfortable and dry, it is a pleasure to paddle. Equipped with storage areas in the stem and the center of the boat.

LENGTH: 12’2”/3.70 M | WIDTH: 34.5”/88 CM | WEIGHT: 64 LBS/29 KG MAX. | CAPACITY: 485 LBS/220 KG | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.RTMKAYAK.COM

ORCA EXPEDITION - RAINBOW KAYAKS

The Orca Expedition is a self-bailing and “unsinkable” sit-on-top (1-2-3 seats). The Orca is stable and easy to use and is ideal for families, rental, resorts and tour operators. It comes standard with 1 watertight compartment, 3 padded backbands, drain plug, 2 storage compartments, 2 reinforced handles for transport and wide and rear lockers with elastic net. Also available in a “Fishing” version.

LENGTH: 420 CM | WIDTH: 83 CM | WEIGHT: 34 KG | VOLUME: 470 L | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

NEW FUNNY TWIN - RAINBOW KAYAKS

A self-bailing and “unsinkable” sit-on-top, the New Funny Twin is easy to use and twice as fun. Ideal for families, rental, resorts and tour operators. It comes standard with third seat for children, drain plug, 3 carrying handles, storage net and with a recess for watertight container or dry bag.


HTTP://WWW.RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

REEF - RIOT KAYAKS

Our custom designed tandem sit on top has arrived! With specs built around its use in Australia, calling it the “Reef” just makes sense. This is a great utility vehicle for the whole family. You can load up in a very short length and safety transport the whole cargo load, the kids, the dog, the grandkids, even the neighbours! Probably the best bang for the buck tandem sit on top available to the kayaking world!

LENGTH: 420 CM | WIDTH: 83 CM | WEIGHT: 34 KG | VOLUME: 470 L | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PADDLE</th>
<th>BRAND</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>BLADE SIZE</th>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>WEBSITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twin Evo Senior</td>
<td>Tahe Outdoors</td>
<td>Twin Evo Senior</td>
<td>General purpose paddle suitable for paddling at the seaside or on the rivers.</td>
<td>200-225 cm</td>
<td>1000 g (220 cm)</td>
<td>46.2 x 26.5 cm</td>
<td>Polypropylene Blades, Reinforced Aluminium Shaft</td>
<td>Entry Level</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thaheoutdoors.com">http://www.thaheoutdoors.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin Evo Junior</td>
<td>Tahe Outdoors</td>
<td>Twin Evo Junior</td>
<td>General purpose paddle suitable for paddling at the seaside or on the rivers.</td>
<td>160-205 cm</td>
<td>1040 g</td>
<td>462 x 465 mm</td>
<td>Reinforced Aluminium Shaft, Polypropene Blades</td>
<td>Kids</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thaheoutdoors.com">http://www.thaheoutdoors.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin</td>
<td>Tahe Outdoors</td>
<td>Twin</td>
<td>General purpose paddle suitable for paddling at the seaside or on the rivers.</td>
<td>200-225 cm</td>
<td>1000 g (220 cm)</td>
<td>46.2 x 26.5 cm</td>
<td>Polypropylene Blades, Reinforced Aluminium Shaft</td>
<td>Entry Level</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thaheoutdoors.com">http://www.thaheoutdoors.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poseidon Paddle</td>
<td>Pelican</td>
<td>Poseidon Paddle</td>
<td>A tool of choice for your next kayak adventure. Impact resistant, it features fiberglass reinforced polypropylene blades, a two-piece aluminium shaft, drip rings, and 0 to 65 degrees blade angle adjustment.</td>
<td>99/226 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>Entry Level</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pelicansport.com">http://www.pelicansport.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Line</td>
<td>Select Paddles</td>
<td>X-Line</td>
<td>Very thin curved blades. Designed in fiberglass, they bring comfort and smoothness to each paddle stroke. Light, comfortable and discreet, the X-Line is the ideal paddle for day-long touring. Available in a straight shaft, as a single piece or adjustable.</td>
<td>90 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td><a href="http://www.select-paddles.com">http://www.select-paddles.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Trek</td>
<td>Select Paddles</td>
<td>X-Trek</td>
<td>Extremely thin and responsive curved blades. The Fiberglass blades offer moderate flex for a stable and comfortable glide through the water. The X-Trek is a lightweight paddle made entirely of prepreg fiberglass carbon. Available in a straight shaft, as a single piece or adjustable.</td>
<td>550: 48 x 15 cm, 590: 49 x 16.3 cm, 660: 49 x 19 cm, 720: 50.5 x 19.8 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td><a href="http://www.select-paddles.com">http://www.select-paddles.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Line</td>
<td>Select Paddles</td>
<td>X-Line</td>
<td>Very thin curved blades. Designed in fiberglass, they bring comfort and smoothness to each paddle stroke. Light, comfortable and discreet, the X-Line is the ideal paddle for day-long touring. Available in a straight shaft, as a single piece or adjustable.</td>
<td>590 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td><a href="http://www.select-paddles.com">http://www.select-paddles.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**XTREK - SELECT PADDLES**

The XTREK paddle has extremely thin and responsive curved blades. The Fiberglass blades offer moderate flex for a very stable and comfortable swipe through the water. The XTREK is a lightweight paddle made entirely of prepreg fiberglass carbon. Available in a straight shaft, as a single piece or adjustable.

- **Sizes:** 550: 48 x 15 cm, 590: 49 x 16.3 cm, 660: 49 x 19 cm, 720: 50.5 x 19.8 cm
- **Level:** Performance
- **Shaft Material:** Fiberglass Carbon

[http://www.select-paddles.com](http://www.select-paddles.com)

---

**POSEIDON PADDLE - PELICAN**

The Pelican POSEIDON paddle is a tool of choice for your next kayak adventure. Impact resistant, it features fiberglass reinforced polypropylene blades, a two-piece aluminium shaft, drip rings, and 0 to 65 degrees blade angle adjustment.

- **Length:** 99/226 cm
- **Material:** Aluminium Shaft, Fiberglass Reinforced Polypropylene Blades
- **Level:** Entry Level

[http://www.pelicansport.com](http://www.pelicansport.com)

---

**PACK TOUR M - WERNER PADDLES**

The Pack-Tour M is born of the versatile needs of pack raft paddlers. Our 4-piece system easily breaks down to stow away when your pack raft is deflated and your journey finds you back on your feet. Requested by you, an adjustable shaft system allows for on-the-go length changes for the variety of conditions you’ll face on the trail. The Pack-Tour M is designed for those looking to paddle open water and tighter moving water streams and rivers.

- **Length:** Straight 4 Piece: Adjustable 200 cm-215 cm, Straight 4 Piece: Adjustable: 210 cm-225 cm
- **Weight:** 927 g (32.5 oz) | 978 g (34.5 oz)
- **Blade Size:** 415 cm x 18.5 cm
- **Level:** High End
- **Feather:** R30

[http://www.wernerpaddles.com](http://www.wernerpaddles.com)

---

**EGALIS TWIN EVO SENIOR - TAHE OUTDOORS**

Twin Evo Senior is a general purpose paddle suitable for paddling at the seaside or on the rivers. It is a durable paddle suitable for beginner to intermediate paddlers.

- **Length:** 200-225 cm
- **Weight:** 1000 g (220 cm)
- **Blade Size:** 46.2 x 26.5 cm
- **Material:** Polypropylene Blades, Reinforced Aluminium Shaft
- **Level:** Entry Level

[http://www.thaheoutdoors.com](http://www.thaheoutdoors.com)

---

**EGALIS TWIN EVO JUNIOR - TAHE OUTDOORS**

The Twin Evo Junior by Egalis is a general purpose paddle suitable for paddling at the seaside or on the rivers. It is a durable paddle designed for kids smaller size and high energy.

- **Length:** 160-205 cm
- **Blade Size:** 462 x 465 mm
- **Weight:** 1040 g
- **Material:** Reinforced Aluminium Shaft, Polypropene Blades

[http://www.thaheoutdoors.com](http://www.thaheoutdoors.com)

---

**HIGH END**

**PERFORMANCE**

**ENTRY LEVEL**

**KIDS**
For 10 years we’ve worked on the ultimate portable. I’m packed and ready. Let’s tour Europe!

Guess what? I’m a hardcore sea kayak in here.

Now, we’ve set our sights on the ultimate touring kayak.

Period.

Are you ready for the ride? Join us:

TrakKayaks.com
**NAIAD - KOKATAT**

Kokatat's new women-specific life vest provides the ultimate in comfort and safety in one sharp package. Expertly styled for female recreational paddlers, this front entry, high-back vest features articulated, body-mapped flexible Gaia® PVC-free foam panels that are purposefully designed to accommodate a woman's natural curves. The soft texture of the durable 100D stretch polyester fabric, combined with 210 high-tensility nylon in the vest's high-friction areas, makes the Naiad a perfect vest for everyday paddling, light touring and canoeing. Available in two colors, it features three zipped pockets and two cozy fleece-lined hand warmer pockets for chilly days on the water.

*SIZES: (BUOYANCY LBS/OZ.): XS/S (16/00), M/L (16/00), XL/XXL (16/00) | COLORS: PURPLE, REEF*

[HTTP://WWW.KOKATAT.COM](http://WWW.KOKATAT.COM)

---

**MEANDER HIGHBACK - PALM EQUIPMENT**

The Meander Highback PFD works with taller seats found on many sit-on-top and touring kayaks. The cut away back panel sits above the seat for a more comfortable paddling position. Lightweight and slimline, this PFD is easy to use, with a simple zip entry, secure waist buckle closure and useful zipped pocket for your belongings.

*SIZES: XS/S - XL/XXL*

[HTTP://WWW.PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM](http://WWW.PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM)

---

**PROTEUS - KOKATAT**

Perfect for everyday paddling, light touring and canoeing, the new Proteus promises to be Kokatat’s most comfortable life vest ever. The key is soft, supple, PVC-free Gaia® foam that’s ergonomically cut and sculpted into body mapped, floating panels. Each foam panel is precisely slit to provide an adaptable and practical fit, wrapping the torso in secure and enhanced comfort that’s specifically designed to move with paddle strokes. Adjustable padded shoulder straps and a soft 100D stretch polyester envelope finishes off this high-back recreational vest. Comes with four pockets, including two fleece-lined hand warmer pockets for the colder days.

*SIZES: (BUOYANCY LBS/OZ.): XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL | COLORS: MANTIS, RED*

[HTTP://WWW.KOKATAT.COM](http://WWW.KOKATAT.COM)

---

**C-VODÁK PLUS - VODÁK SPORT S.R.O**

NEW from Vodák Sport: a comfortable, whitewater touring lifejacket with pocket.

*SIZES: S/M (45 K), L/XL (70 N), XXL/3XL (70 N)*

[HTTP://WWW.VODAK-SPORT.CZ](http://WWW.VODAK-SPORT.CZ)

---

**VIVO 100 - SECUMAR**

An inflatable lifejacket with 110 N specility designed for rowers and paddlers. This lightweight lifejacket is manually fired, so you can perform an Eskimo roll or similar maneuver with less hindrance and only pull the firing cord when necessary. The folded, packed VIVO 100 offers even better mobility with a very short length and reflective strips on back for increased safety in poor light.

*MAX. CAP.: >50 KGS*

[HTTP://WWW.SECUMAR.COM](http://WWW.SECUMAR.COM)
The X-Treme Raft from Hiko is quick and easy access with high buoyancy that meets the norm for life jacket of buoyant force of 100N. Adjustable circumference and shoulders accommodates various body types. The life jacket is secured on the wearer by three high-tension buckles that are extremely durable under tension. A safety collar is a mandatory part of the life jacket; when laying in the water chest up it provides head support. The life jacket is equipped with reflective elements and a safety whistle.

SIZES: XS - L/XL
HTTP://WWW.HIKOSPORT.COM

This entry level 50 N buoyancy aid is suitable for canoeists and for all water sports enthusiasts. The foam jacket is comfortable to wear, and provides support when swimming close to shore or in shallow waters. The ECHO has the more usual type of zip and buckle fastening.

SIZES: AVAILABLE IN 4 SIZES | BODY WEIGHT: 30-40 KG, 40-70 KG, 70-90 KG, 90-120KG
HTTP://WWW.SECUMAR.COM

A buoyancy aid suitable for all water sports. Ideal for water tourism (kayak, raft, canoe, paddle or paddleboard). Thanks to the very high durability of the used materials and easy set-up, it is suitable for tourists as well as for teams, boats, or travel guides. Vests can also be used in salt water. Thanks to long-term testing, we guarantee our customers high quality for a reasonable price.

SIZES: XS - XXXL | COLORS: GREEN, LIGHT RED, BLUE, LIGHT BLUE
HTTP://WWW.ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

Comfortable and durable the TWIST CLUB life vest perfectly suits all public use as well as professional needs. Clubs and rental companies will find this life vest perfectly adapted to canoe-kayak, sailing or SUP activities. Features: Three front belts with buckles / Two tightening reflective shoulder straps / leg strap / reflective tape. Available in one colour by size.

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU

A buoyancy aid suitable for all water sports. Ideal for water tourism (kayak, raft, canoe, paddle or paddleboard). Thanks to the very high durability of the used materials and easy set-up, it is suitable for tourists as well as for teams, boats, sections or travel guides. Thanks to long-term testing, we guarantee our customers high quality for a reasonable price.

SIZES: AVAILABLE IN 4 SIZES | BODY WEIGHT: 30-40 KG, 40-70 KG, 70-90 KG, 90-120KG
HTTP://WWW.SECUMAR.COM

A buoyancy aid suitable for all water sports. Ideal for water tourism (kayak, raft, canoe, paddle or paddleboard). Thanks to the very high durability of the used materials and easy set-up, it is suitable for tourists as well as for teams, boats, sections or travel guides. Thanks to long-term testing, we guarantee our customers high quality for a reasonable price.

SIZES: XS - XXXL | COLORS: GREEN, LIGHT RED, BLUE, LIGHT BLUE
HTTP://WWW.ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

The Gandak buoyancy aid is perfect for rafters looking for a versatile vest that can handle rough conditions. It is a durable PFD with three waist belts, reinforced shoulders, a collar and adjustable leg straps.

SIZES: XS - L/XL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

A buoyancy aid suitable for all water sports. Ideal for water tourism (kayak, raft, canoe, paddle or paddleboard). Thanks to the very high durability of the used materials and easy set-up, it is suitable for tourists as well as for teams, boats, sections or travel guides. Thanks to long-term testing, we guarantee our customers high quality for a reasonable price.

SIZES: XS - XXXL | COLORS: RED/BLUE, GREEN/BLUE
HTTP://WWW.ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

A buoyancy aid suitable for all water sports. Ideal for water tourism (kayak, raft, canoe, paddle or paddleboard). Thanks to the very high durability of the used materials and easy set-up, it is suitable for tourists as well as for teams, boats, sections or travel guides. Thanks to long-term testing, we guarantee our customers high quality for a reasonable price.

SIZES: XS - XXXL | COLORS: RED/BLUE, GREEN/BLUE
HTTP://WWW.ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

The Gandak buoyancy aid is perfect for rafters looking for a versatile vest that can handle rough conditions. It is a durable PFD with three waist belts, reinforced shoulders, a collar and adjustable leg straps.

SIZES: XS - L/XL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

A buoyancy aid suitable for all water sports. Ideal for water tourism (kayak, raft, canoe, paddle or paddleboard). Thanks to the very high durability of the used materials and easy set-up, it is suitable for tourists as well as for teams, boats, sections or travel guides. Thanks to long-term testing, we guarantee our customers high quality for a reasonable price.

SIZES: XS - XXXL | COLORS: GREEN, LIGHT RED, BLUE, LIGHT BLUE
HTTP://WWW.ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

The Gandak buoyancy aid is perfect for rafters looking for a versatile vest that can handle rough conditions. It is a durable PFD with three waist belts, reinforced shoulders, a collar and adjustable leg straps.

SIZES: XS - L/XL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

A buoyancy aid suitable for all water sports. Ideal for water tourism (kayak, raft, canoe, paddle or paddleboard). Thanks to the very high durability of the used materials and easy set-up, it is suitable for tourists as well as for teams, boats, sections or travel guides. Thanks to long-term testing, we guarantee our customers high quality for a reasonable price.

SIZES: XS - XXXL | COLORS: GREEN, LIGHT RED, BLUE, LIGHT BLUE
HTTP://WWW.ELEMENTS-GEAR.COM

The Gandak buoyancy aid is perfect for rafters looking for a versatile vest that can handle rough conditions. It is a durable PFD with three waist belts, reinforced shoulders, a collar and adjustable leg straps.

SIZES: XS - L/XL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
SEAHORSE PFD - HIKO SPORT

The Seahorse is a versatile and lightweight PFD suitable for a wide range of water sports as for touring, seakayaking or SUP. Its construction allows a wide range of motion without constraint. The shoulder straps are easily adjustable. Two pairs of side straps and waist rubber cord mean this vest can fit all body types. It is equipped with three front pockets for small items and one large pocket on the back panel that can hold a flare.

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL | Colors: Fluoro Orange, Process Blue

HTTP://WWW.HIKOSPORT.COM

VIVO 50 - SECUMAR

A 50 N buoyancy aid specially designed for use in canoes and kayaks. The VIVO 50 is simply worn by pulling over the head and fixing the crotch strap, keeping the sides clean for unhindered paddling. The red version is kept smooth, whereas the orange/blue version has a front mesh pocket for your Mars Bar or Kendall Mint Cake! Approved to DIN EN ISO 12402-5. (CE mark)

Sizes: One size fits all | Body weight: > 40 kgs

HTTP://WWW.SECUMAR.COM

HIGH BACK 60N - YAK

River calm or choppy seas, the High Back 60N provides advanced solutions in comfort technology. The ultra-light design features uniquely curved front foam coupled with a raised back profile for maximum comfort levels no matter what type of boat and backrest system you are using. Airflow technology is featured on the internal panels to allow the transfer of heat, helping you stay cool on even the warmest of days. The High Back 60N integrates 4D Cast foam technology and comes in two highly adjustable sizes, making it versatile and advantageous within group settings without compromising the body hugging fit.

Sizes: S-M | L-XXL

HTTP://WWW.YAKADVENTUEREQUIPMENT.COM

SWITCH RIPSTOP CAG - HIKO SPORT

The Switch Ripstop is a light-weight paddling cag with a wide range of uses. It is perfect for touring or any active flat or wild water paddling. The material is breathable. Easy and comfortable neoprene neck and wrist cuffs help keep water out. Great for beginners and for advanced paddlers. Sophisticated cut allows free movement.

Sizes: XS - XXL | Colors: Red

HTTP://WWW.HIKOSPORT.COM

BAFFIN - LEVEL SIX

The Baffin is an affordable long sleeve top for recreational or light whitewater paddling, day tripping and casual touring. This jacket is constructed with our eXhaust 2.5 waterproof-breathable and designed to be comfortable with a spacious fit that makes it easy to put on and take off.

HTTP://WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

KALLISTA 50N - YAK

Out on the water the front zippered Kallista 50N provides everything the keen recreational paddler needs. With its slim line cut, wealth of pockets and reflective detailing for that vital flash of visibility in poor light, it gets business done for any watersport you choose.

Sizes: S/M | M/L | XL | XXL

HTTP://WWW.YAKADVENTUEREQUIPMENT.COM

RONWE PANTS - HIKO SPORT

Basic pants designed for recreational paddling and touring. Neoprene waist is adjustable with double pull system and protects lower back from cold. The leg sleeves can be tightened with velcro. On the bottom the inner side of the sleeves is equipped with PU leather to minimize seeping of water in the pants. This polyamide-based fabric has a layered composition. It is characterized by its strength in tension and abrasion resistance provided by the density of its knitting. However, the material remains extremely pliable. To achieve the optimum level of breathability and water tightness, the inner coating consists of three layers that are systematically applied to the fabric.

Sizes: S - XXL | Colors: Grey

HTTP://WWW.HIKOSPORT.COM

HURON - LEVEL SIX

The Huron is an affordable short sleeve top for recreational or light whitewater paddling, day tripping and casual touring. This jacket is constructed with our eXhaust 2.5 waterproof-breathable and designed to be comfortable with a spacious fit that makes it easy to put on and take off.

HTTP://WWW.LEVELSIX.COM

NEW 2018

XIPE 60N - YAK

The Xipe 60N features unique storage solutions including a hydration pack pocket with hose channel as well as a radio pocket complete with aerial port, making it not only a practical solution for every day paddling, but also the perfect companion for instructors. Its high cut slim line design, adjustable shoulders and a concealed waist belt ensure a great fit with excellent arm mobility allowing you to paddle without tiring.

Sizes: S-M | L-XXL

HTTP://WWW.YAKADVENTUEREQUIPMENT.COM
We Listen, Talk and Act Quickly for Determined Minds to Achieve Win-Win

Info@kudooutdoors.com
luster.lee@kudooutdoors.com
www.kudooutdoors.com